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Uncertainty-based competition between prefrontal and
dorsolateral striatal systems for behavioral control
Nathaniel D Daw1, Yael Niv1,2 & Peter Dayan1
A broad range of neural and behavioral data suggests that the brain contains multiple systems for behavioral choice, including
one associated with prefrontal cortex and another with dorsolateral striatum. However, such a surfeit of control raises an additional
choice problem: how to arbitrate between the systems when they disagree. Here, we consider dual-action choice systems from a
normative perspective, using the computational theory of reinforcement learning. We identify a key trade-off pitting computational
simplicity against the flexible and statistically efficient use of experience. The trade-off is realized in a competition between the
dorsolateral striatal and prefrontal systems. We suggest a Bayesian principle of arbitration between them according to uncertainty,
so each controller is deployed when it should be most accurate. This provides a unifying account of a wealth of experimental
evidence about the factors favoring dominance by either system.

Diverse neural systems, notably prefrontal cortex, the striatum and
their dopaminergic afferents, are thought to contribute to the selection
of actions. Their differential and integrative roles are under active
examination, and an important hypothesis is that subparts of these
regions subserve two largely distinct and parallel routes to action. Such
a division is the neurobiological scaffolding for an equivalent hypothesis about dual controllers that is prominent in psychological
accounts of a range of behavioral phenomena in economic, social
and animal-conditioning contexts1–5.
The conventional idea is that the dorsolateral striatum and its
dopaminergic afferents support habitual or reflexive control6, whereas
prefrontal cortex is associated with more reflective or cognitive
action planning7. (Following this convention, we will refer to the
cognitive circuit as ‘prefrontal’, although it likely involves a number
of additional regions, potentially including more medial striatal
territories8.) This suggested dissociation is consistent with a range of
electrophysiological9–11, functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI)12,13 and lesion studies14–17. The last are based on a clever
behavioral approach to differentiating dual control strategies: namely,
conditioning studies in which the values of rewards are unexpectedly
changed. Outcome re-valuation affects the two styles of control
differently and allows investigation of the characteristics of
each controller, its neural substrates and the circumstances under
which it dominates.
Despite the wealth of evidence, there are few answers to two key
normative questions: why should the brain use multiple action controllers, and how should action choice be determined when they
disagree? For a framework for answers, we turn to reinforcement
learning18, the computational theory of learned optimal action control.
In reinforcement learning, candidate actions are assessed through

predictions of their values, defined in terms of the amount of reward
they are expected eventually to bring about. Such predictions pose
statistical and computational challenges when reward is contingent
on performing a sequence of actions, and thus early action choices
incur only deferred rewards. Approximations are essential in the face
of these challenges; there are two major classes of reinforcement
learning, which make different approximations, and so are differentially accurate in particular circumstances. One class involves ‘modelfree’ approaches such as temporal-difference learning, which underpin
existing popular accounts of the activity of dopamine neurons and
their (notably dorsolateral) striatal projections19,20. The other class
involves ‘model-based’ methods18, which we identify with the second,
prefrontal cortex system.
We propose that the difference in the accuracy profiles of different
reinforcement learning methods both justifies the plurality of control
and underpins arbitration. To make the best decisions, the brain should
rely on a controller of each class in circumstances in which its
predictions tend to be most accurate. Here we suggest how the brain
might estimate this accuracy for the purpose of arbitration by tracking
the relative uncertainty of the predictions made by each controller. We
show that this accounts for a range of factors shown in behavioral
studies to favor either controller. To isolate our hypothesis, we develop
the bulk of our account assuming strict separation between the systems;
other aspects of their integration, particularly through learning21, are
certainly also important.
We interpret the two controllers as representing opposite extremes in
a trade-off between the statistically efficient use of experience and
computational tractability. Temporal-difference learning18 is a modelfree reinforcement learning method, which offers a compelling account
of the activity of dopamine neurons in classical and instrumental
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learning tasks19,20. The foundation of this method is what we refer to as
‘caching’: namely, the association of an action or situation with a
scalar summary of its long-run future value. A hallmark of this is the
ubiquitous transfer of the dopaminergic response from rewards to the
stimuli that predict them20. Working with cached values is computationally simple but comes at the cost of inflexibility: the values are
divorced from the outcomes themselves and so do not immediately
change with the re-valuation of the outcome. This is also the defining
behavioral characteristic of habitual control.
By contrast, we suggest that the prefrontal circuit subserves a modelbased reinforcement learning method. This constructs predictions of
long-run outcomes, not through cached storage, but rather on the fly,
by chaining together short-term predictions about the immediate
consequences of each action in a sequence. Because this involves
exploring a branching set of possible future situations, such methods
are also known as ‘tree search’. Search in deep trees can be expensive in
terms of memory and time and can also be error-prone. However,
that the predictions are constructed on the fly allows them to react
more nimbly to changed circumstances, as when outcomes are
re-valued. This, in turn, is the behavioral hallmark of cognitive (or
‘goal-directed’) control.
Here we develop these ideas in a formal, computational model and
present simulation results that demonstrate the model’s ability to
capture a body of animal conditioning data concerning the trade-off
between controllers. Our results suggest that principles of sound,
approximate, statistical reasoning may explain why organisms use
multiple decision-making strategies and also provide a solution to
the problem of arbitrating between them.
RESULTS
Post-training reinforcer devaluation
We begin by discussing key experimental results suggesting the
circumstances under which each controller dominates. Behavioral
psychologists have investigated this issue extensively by post-training
reinforcer devaluation (see a recent review5 for references). In a typical
experiment, hungry rats are trained to perform a sequence of actions,
usually a lever press followed by entry to a food magazine, to obtain a
reward such as a food pellet. We formally depict this task (Fig. 1a) as a
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Figure 1 Task representations used by tree-search
and caching reinforcement learning methods in
a discrete-choice, discrete-trial representation
of a standard instrumental conditioning task.
(a) Structure of the task as represented by a
tree-search controller. S0–S3 are the four possible
states within the task; R ¼ {1, 0} represents
whether or not reward was attained. (b) A caching
reinforcement learning controller represents only
the scalar expected future value (‘Q’) for each
action in each state, divorced from the actual
sequence and identity of future consequences.

tree of possible situations (states) that the
subject can face in the task, the transitions
No reward
between those states engendered by the possible actions and the reward that is available
Q=0
given an appropriate sequence of actions.
Acquiring this arboreal representation of the
S3
task from experience, and using it to choose
Food obtained
appropriate actions, are exactly the goals of
Q=1
the tree-search controller.
In the next phase of the experiment, the
value of the food pellets is reduced, for
instance by prefeeding the animal with them or by pairing them with
illness to induce aversion. Then, animals are tested to see if they will
continue to perform the actions previously associated with the newly
devalued outcome. The test is performed without delivering outcomes
(formally, in extinction) to prevent new learning about the value of the
outcome during these trials.
Outcome devaluation exploits a key distinction between tree search
(Fig. 1a) and caching (Fig. 1b). Only tree search enumerates the
specific consequences expected for some course of action, such as the
identity of the food reward expected. The cached value of an action is,
by its nature, independent of any such specific outcome information.
Thus, if an animal acts based on a cached value, it will continue to
do so even after the outcome has been devalued. In psychology,
such outcome-insensitive behavior is known as ‘habitual’5,22. If,
however, a behavior is determined by tree search, its propensity should
be sharply reduced following devaluation. Psychologists term such
outcome-sensitive behavior ‘goal-directed’5,22, as it changes when
‘goals’ are re-valued.
Behavioral experiments (summarized in Fig. 2) demonstrate that,
under different circumstances, animals show both profiles of devaluation sensitivity. Moderately trained lever presses are indeed sensitive to
outcome devaluation (Fig. 2a, left)—suggesting control by a treesearch system. After extensive training, though, lever pressing becomes
insensitive to devaluation (Fig. 2a, middle)—suggesting a transition to
caching control23. Lesions or depletions of dopaminergic input to
dorsolateral areas of the striatum evidently block this transfer of control
to a caching system14,24. Such animals display relatively normal learning of the task, but despite over-training, their lever pressing is
persistently sensitive to devaluation. This is consistent with choice
relying only on an intact tree-search controller.
The transition to caching with over-training is also tempered by two
factors—the complexity of action choice and the proximity of the
action to reward. In more complex tasks, in which an animal may, for
instance, execute either of two different actions to obtain two different
rewards, extensively trained actions remain sensitive to outcome
devaluation (Fig. 2a, right), indicating a dominance of tree-search
control25,26. Finally, though the evidence is perhaps less persuasive,
actions closer to the reward are more sensitive to devaluation than
S2
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actions further away. For instance, when animals must press a lever and
then enter a food magazine to obtain reward, the action more proximal
to reward—magazine entry—remains devaluation-sensitive even after
extensive training17 (Fig. 2b, right). In the experiment depicted here,
this effect was significant only when collapsed over multiple lesion
groups (which did not differ significantly among themselves), and there
are only few other published reports of over-trained magazine behavior.
However, actions more proximal to reward are more readily sensitive to
devaluation in ‘incentive learning’ studies27, and extensively trained
magazine responses remain devaluation-sensitive in a Pavlovian task
without lever pressing28.
The counterpart to lesions affecting the caching system is that lesions
to a wide network of structures—including prelimbic cortex (a subarea of rat prefrontal cortex)15–17, prefrontal-associated regions
of dorsomedial striatum8, basolateral amygdala29, gustatory insular
cortex30 and, in a monkey study, orbitofrontal cortex31—seem to
interfere with tree-search control. That is, they eliminate devaluation
sensitivity even for moderately trained behaviors.

Extensive
training

Figure 2 Behavioral results from reward
devaluation experiments in rats. Actions per
minute in an extinction test after devaluation
of the outcome (black) or without devaluation
(white). (a) Actions distal from the outcome
(lever pressing and chain pulling) after moderate
or extensive training and with one or two actions
and outcomes, adapted from ref. 26, experiment
2. (b) Magazine entries (more proximal to the
outcome), adapted from ref. 17. Data and error
bars reproduced here are for a control group;
differences were significant when collapsed with
two additional lesion groups. Error bars: s.e.m.

chosen simply by comparing their values. The collection of
values is called a ‘state-action value function’ or, for simplicity, a
value function.
The two classes of reinforcement learning methods can produce
different, and differentially accurate, estimates of the value function. As
in other cases of evidence reconciliation in neuroscience, such as
multisensory integration32, we suggest that arbitration between values
is based on the uncertainty or expected inaccuracy of each. Uncertainty
quantifies ignorance about the true values (for example, about the
probabilities of different payoffs); it should be distinguished from risk
(which generically arises when payoffs are stochastic, but their probabilities may be known). For simplicity, we assume that the estimated
value of each action is taken to be that derived from the controller that
is more certain about the value. (Though most reliable, this estimate is
not necessarily the largest.) The probability of choosing an action for
execution is then proportional to this value. In addition to controlling
estimation, uncertainty about an action’s value might, in principle,
influence choice directly, as by promoting exploration to seek undiscovered rewards.
In general, both controllers are uncertain about the values because
they begin ignorant and have only a limited amount of noisy experience. Even given infinite experience, uncertainty persists, due to the
possibility that the task itself (and hence the long-term values) can

Theory sketch
The lesion studies indicate that each controller can substitute for
the other even under circumstances when it would not normally
dominate. This suggests a theory combining separate and parallel
reinforcement learners (the implementation
is detailed in Methods and Supplementary
Methods online).
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experimental tasks (Figs. 1a and 3). This
allows us to expose a unifying, normative
interpretation of the pattern of experimental
results discussed above, rather than focusing
on a quantitative fit to rather qualitative data.
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ultimate receipt of a valued outcome
(although it would be straightforward to
include additional factors into the optimization, such as risk-sensitivity in the case of
stochastic rewards). Optimization can be
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accomplished by calculating or learning the
No reward
Food A obtained
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Food B obtained
value of taking each action at each state,
defined in terms of the probability that
reward will later be received when starting
from that action in that state. Given such Figure 3 Stylized tree representation of an instrumental conditioning task with two actions (a lever press
information, advantageous actions can be and a chain pull) for two rewards. Note the additional states compared with Figure 1a.
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Figure 4 Tree estimation at two stages of learning by the tree-search system
on the task of Figure 1a. States are as in that figure; arrows represent the
state transitions expected following a lever press or a magazine entry, with
the width of each proportional to the estimated probability of the transition
(averaged over 250 runs; s.e.m. error bars negligible). Before learning, all
transitions were equally likely (data not shown).

change unexpectedly. We quantify uncertainty using approximate
Bayesian versions of each reinforcement learning algorithm33,34. The
differing methods of value estimation of the two systems give rise to
differing uncertainty profiles.
A (prefrontal) tree-search system uses experience with the task to
estimate the nature of the state transitions and rewards (essentially,
reconstructing the ‘trees’ of Figs. 1a and 3). Long-term reward
probabilities are estimated by iteratively searching through this tree;
uncertainty about which tree describes the task makes the value
estimates uncertain. Furthermore, such tree search is computationally
demanding in realistic (wide or deep) trees. Thus, in practice, approximations must be introduced at each iteration, such as ‘pruning’ or
exploring only a subset of paths. We model the resulting inaccuracy or
‘computational noise’ in derived value estimates as an additional source
of uncertainty that accumulates with each search step.
A (dorsolateral striatal) caching system such as temporal-difference
learning18 estimates the long-term values directly from experience,
without explicitly constructing a tree. This relies on a different
approximation: ‘bootstrapping’, or using the value estimates cached
for subsequently encountered states as stand-ins for the actual longterm values at predecessor states. Initial ignorance and continual
change make these values potentially inaccurate, and thus cause
uncertainty. By contrast, though, the cached values make calculation
straightforward, so there is little computational ‘noise’ associated with
its output.
To summarize, both the value predictions and the estimated uncertainties will differ between the tree-search and caching systems. Our
account of action choice is based on an analysis of these two sets
of quantities.
Figure 5 Simulation of the dual-controller reinforcement learning model in
the task of Figure 1a. (a) Distal action (lever press); (b) Proximal action
(magazine entry). The topmost graphs show uncertainties (posterior
variances) in the value estimates for different actions according to the cache
(blue line) and tree (gold line), as a function of the number of rewarded
training trials. The middle graphs show the value estimates themselves
(posterior means); diamonds indicate the value estimates that would result
after reward devaluation at various stages of training. Beneath the graphs are
bar plots comparing the probability of choosing actions before and after their
consequences were devalued, normalized to the non-devalued level. Bar color
denotes which system (cache: blue; tree: gold) controlled the action in a
majority of the 250 runs. All data reported are means over 250 runs; error
bars (s.e.m.) are negligible.
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Simulations
We simulated the two-controller reinforcement learning model on the
action choice tasks, beginning with the task with one lever press for one
outcome (Fig. 1a). The quantitative results conformed with the
qualitative expectations adduced above. The prefrontal tree system
learned, over experience, the structure of action-induced state transitions in the task, assigning high probability to the actual transitions
(Fig. 4; the system additionally tracked uncertainty about its estimates
of the transition probabilities, which is not illustrated).
We studied each system’s action values (here, posterior means),
along with its uncertainty (posterior variances) about those values, as
functions of the amount of training and the position of the action in the
behavioral sequence relative to the reward (Fig. 5a,b). Each system’s
prior ignorance gradually resolved with experience. In all simulations,
model-based reinforcement learning was more confident early in
training, even though both systems had matched initial uncertainty.
This is because under prefrontal tree search, any particular morsel of
experience immediately propagates to influence the estimates of action
values at all states; the effect of bootstrapping in dorsolateral striatal
temporal-difference learning is to delay such propagation, making the
system less data-efficient.
Because the systems incorporate the expectation that actions’ values
may change, past observations gradually become less relevant to present
value estimates. This effective time horizon on the data implies that the
uncertainties asymptote at finite levels for both systems. For the same
reason, the value predictions can asymptote well short of the true
payoffs. This asymptotic uncertainty has a harsher effect on the datainefficient cache. Thus, for the action proximal to reward (the magazine
response), enhanced data efficiency allowed the tree-search system to
be more certain, even asymptotically (Fig. 5b). However, an extra
iteration of tree search was required to evaluate the action more distal
from reward (the lever press), incurring additional uncertainty asymptotically due to the assumption of computational noise outlined above.
The effect of this, asymptotically (Fig. 5a), was to favor the cache
system, which suffers no such computational noise because it recalls
values rather than computing them.
We saw different results for a version of the task with two actions for
two outcomes (Fig. 6a,b). Here, the agent’s experience was spread
between more states and actions. Given the expectation of task change
and the resulting temporal horizon on past experience, fewer relevant
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data were available to constrain any particular action value. The effect
was asymptotically to preserve the tree system’s uncertainty advantage
from the early training, low-data situation, even for the distal lever
press (Fig. 6a).
Whenever the tree system dominated, the overall system’s action
choices were sensitive to outcome devaluation, whereas when the
caching system dominated, they were not (Figs. 5 and 6, bar plots).
This is because the underlying value predictions were sensitive to
devaluation only in the tree system. The simulations, then, reproduced
and explained the pattern seen in the behavioral experiments: overtraining promoted devaluation insensitivity, unless opposed by the
countervailing effects of proximity to reward or task complexity. The
results support the underlying hypothesis that the brain appropriately
deploys each controller under those circumstances in which it is
expected to be most accurate.
DISCUSSION
Our account builds on and extends existing ideas in several key ways. In
contrast to the somewhat descriptive animal learning theories that are
its foundation4,5,22, we have adopted a normative view, unifying the
body of results on controller competition by appealing to uncertainty.
This stance also contrasts with accounts of human behavioral data1,3:
notably, ideas in economics2 suggesting that irrational, impulsive or
emotional limbic influences (in our terms, the caching system) interfere with a more rational prefrontal controller. Under our account, both
controllers are pursuing identical rational ends; in appropriate circumstances, the caching controller can more effectively accomplish the
same functions as the prefrontal controller.
Among reinforcement learning theories, there are various precedents
for the idea of combining several controllers, including multiple
caching controllers35–37 and also (partly cerebellar) model-based and
model-free controllers38. However, normative, competitive interaction
has not hitherto been investigated. Most other reinforcement learning
theories that contemplate model-based control either completely
replace caching with search39,40, or envision a hybrid blending
features of both41,42. Such theories founder on lesion results indicating
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Figure 6 Simulation of the dual-controller reinforcement learning model in
the task of Figure 3, in which two different actions produced two different
rewards. One of the rewards was devalued in probe trials. (a) Distal action
(lever press). (b) Proximal action (magazine entry). The same conventions and
results are shown as in Figure 5, except that data reported are means over
1,000 runs; error bars (s.e.m.) are again negligible.

a dissociation between the neural substrates for tree-like and
cache-like choice8,14–17,24.
Of course, normativity only extends so far for us. The true reason for
multiple controllers in our theory is the computational intractability of
the complete Bayesian solution (roughly speaking, the tree-search
system unencumbered by computational incapacity) and the resulting
need for approximations. The cache system is an extreme example of an
approximation that embraces potential inaccuracy to gain computational simplicity.
Neural substrates
We built on the classic idea that habitual control is associated with
dopamine and dorsolateral striatum, and more cognitive search with
prefrontal cortex. Because behavioral and lesion studies suggest these
controllers can operate independently, for the purpose of modeling we
made the simplifying approximation that they are strictly separate.
However, their neural substrates are clearly intertwined—prefrontal
cortex is itself dopaminergically innervated, and cortex and striatum
are famously interconnected in ‘loops’43, including one that joins
prefrontal areas with dorsomedial subregions of striatum. Indeed,
recent pharmacological and lesion results implicate those prefrontalassociated striatal areas in tree-search control8. Competition between
model-based and model-free control might, therefore, best be viewed as
between dorsomedial and dorsolateral corticostriatal loops, rather than
between cortex and striatum per se, a view that extends previous ideas
about multiple caching controllers coexisting in different loops35,36.
Although dopamine is hypothesized to support learning in the caching
system, the role of dopamine in the tree-search controller remains
wholly unresolved.
Computational considerations also suggest that the systems should
interact. Owing to computational costs in tasks involving deep trees, it
is commonplace in reinforcement learning to search partway along
some paths, then use cached values to substitute for unexplored subtrees18. Uncertainties can be compared at each stage to decide whether
to expand the tree or to fall back on the cache44, trading off the likely
costs (for example, time or calories) of additional search against its
expected benefits (more accurate valuations allowing better reward
harvesting). The essentials of our account would be preserved in a
model incorporating such partial evaluation, and the resulting
improvement in the tree system’s valuations due to learning in the
cache system echoes other suggestions that learning in the basal ganglia
might train or inform cortex11,21.
There is limited evidence about the substrate for the uncertaintybased arbitration that has been our key focus. First, along with direct,
population-code representations of uncertainty45, cholinergic and
noradrenergic neuromodulation have often been implicated46. Second,
two candidates for arbitration are the infralimbic cortex (IL; part of the
prefrontal cortex) and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Lesions to
the IL reinstate tree-search from previously caching control16,17;
however, because this area is not classically part of the habitual system,
it has been suggested that it might support controller competition17.
The involvement of the ACC in the competition-related functions
of monitoring and resolving response error and conflict has been
suggested in experimental and theoretical studies47,48.
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Complementary evidence about dual control arises from spatial
tasks in both humans and animals37,49. Navigational decisions can arise
from a flexible ‘cognitive map’ that supports latent learning and is
associated with the hippocampus; with practice, they become habitized
and evidently under dorsal striatal control.
Experimental considerations
One route to test our framework is neuronal recordings. We expect
activity in areas associated with each controller to reflect its decision
preferences, even when (as a result of arbitration) the other is actually
directing behavior. Behavior should thus be better correlated with
activity in whichever system is producing it. By manipulating factors
such as the amount of training or the proximity of response to reward,
it should be possible to transfer control between the systems and
thereby to switch the behavioral-neural correlations.
Researchers have recently recorded from striatum and prefrontal
cortex (interpreted as parts of the cache and tree systems, respectively)
in monkeys over-trained on an associative learning task with
reversals11. Various features of this task could promote the dominance
of either system—extreme over-training and task simplicity favor
cache control, but action-reward proximity and frequent reversals
promote tree search. The neural recordings are also inconclusive.
A direct interpretation supports striatal control: neurons there are
more strongly selective for the animal’s choices, earlier in trials,
and more robustly after reversals. However, an alternative interpretation instead supports prefrontal dominance, because change in
the prefrontal representation correlates with behavioral re-learning
following reversal. A devaluation challenge or recordings under
different task circumstances (over-training levels, etc.) could help to
distinguish these possibilities.
Because, in these recordings, representational changes occur faster in
striatum, the authors suggest11 that relearning the correct responses
following reversal might be more rapid in the striatum, and that this
knowledge subsequently transfers to cortex21. This contrasts with some
habitization models in which learning progresses in the other order,
though our theory makes no specific claim about the relative ‘learning
rates’ of the two systems. In any case, subsequent analysis of error trials
shows that the striatal firing reflects the animal’s actual (and not the correct) choices (A. Pasupathy & E.K. Miller, Comput. Syst. Neurosci. Abstr.,
p. 38, 2005). Finally, because the striatal region recorded (caudate)
includes areas likely corresponding to dorsomedial striatum in rats, it
may be that this area too is part of the tree system and not the cache8, in
which case properly interpreting the results will require a more finely
fractionated understanding of the neural organization of tree search.
Our theory provides additional testable factors likely to influence
the trade-off between systems. Computational pressures might be
increased, and tree search discouraged, in tasks that pose more
strenuous cognitive demands (for example, delayed match to sample;
such a strategy has been used with humans2 but not in animal
devaluation studies). Introducing unexpected changes in task contingencies should also favor the data-efficient tree system, because relevant
data thereby become more scarce. Further, although task complexity
favors goal-directed control, the details of task structure may have
subtler effects. It has long been known in reinforcement learning that
caching is relatively advantageous in tasks with a fan-out structure (in
which a state might be followed randomly by any of several others);
conversely, tasks with linear or fan-in structure (several states leading to
one) should favor search.
Finally, our theory is applicable to several other phenomena in animal
behavior. Stimuli can signal reinforcement that is available irrespective
of the animal’s actions, and these ‘Pavlovian’ associations can affect
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behavior. Such stimulus-reward predictions might originate from both
cache and tree systems, with rich interactions and consequences. In
‘conditioned reinforcement’, animals learn to work to receive a stimulus
that had previously been paired with reinforcement. Such learning
might occur in either of our reinforcement learning systems. However, it
is also a plausible test case for their potential interaction through partial
evaluation, as the tree system might explore the consequences of the
(new) response but defer to the cache’s evaluation of the (familiar)
subsequent stimulus. Animals can acquire a new conditioned response
even for a stimulus whose associated reinforcer had been devalued50,
suggesting at least the value of the stimulus was cached. The hypothesized involvement of both systems might be investigated with lesions
disabling each.
Our theory also casts the phenomenon of ‘incentive learning’27 in a
new light. In this, for some actions to be sensitive to outcome
devaluation, the animal must previously have experienced the reinforcer in the devalued state. The predominant account of incentive
learning5 holds that such experience is necessary for the goal-directed
system (our tree) to learn about the new value of the reinforcer. We
suggest instead that experience with the outcome decreases the tree
system’s uncertainties (by confirming existing knowledge about the
outcome’s value). This tends to promote its dominance over the cache,
explaining interactions between outcome exposure and other factors
such as over-training and reward proximity27. Because outcome
exposure allows the tree system to overcome caching control, our
theory makes the strong prediction (contrary to the standard account)
that the need for such experience should vanish in animals with lesions
disabling the caching system.
METHODS
Background. For simplicity, we modeled conditioning tasks using absorbing
Markov decision processes (MDPs)18 (Figs. 1a and 3)—ones in which
experience is structured as a set of trials, with a set of terminal states at which
an episode can end. We assumed that outcomes were delivered only (if at all) in
terminal states and identified particular terminal states with particular outcomes (for instance, different foods).
Key to our account are two complicating factors. First, the agent started
without knowing the exact MDP, which, furthermore, could change over time.
These were the major sources of uncertainty. Second, although MDPs traditionally treat rewards with static, scalar utilities, here devaluation treatments
explicitly changed some outcomes’ utilities. For convenience, we assumed that
rewards were binary (0 or 1) and used the probability that the reward was 1 in a
particular terminal state as a surrogate for the associated reward’s utility.
Choice in both cache and tree systems depended on scalar values—
predictions of the future utility of executing a particular action at a particular
state. If an outcome was devalued, both could learn by experiencing it that
its corresponding state had lower utility. However, only the tree system
used that information to guide subsequent action choice at distal states, as it
derived action values by considering what future states would result. The cache
system’s values were stored scalars and were thus insensitive even to known
changes in outcome value, absent new experience of the action actually
producing the outcome.
Fully optimal choice in unknown MDPs is radically computationally
intractable. Tree and cache reinforcement learning methods therefore each rely
on approximations, and we tracked uncertainties about the values produced by
such systems to determine for what circumstances each method is best suited.
Formal model. An absorbing MDP comprises sets S of states and A of actions,
a ‘transition function’ T(s, a, s¢)  P(s(t + 1) ¼ s¢ | s(t) ¼ s, a(t) ¼ a) specifying
the probability that state s¢ A S will follow state s A S given action a A A, and
(in our version) a ‘reward function’ R(s)  P(reward(t) ¼ 1 | s(t) ¼ s)
specifying the probability that reward is received in terminal state s.
Here, the state-action value function Q(s, a) is the expected probability that
reward will ultimately be received, given that the agent takes action a in state s
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and chooses optimally thereafter. The formal definition is recursive:
(
RðsÞ
s is terminal ða ¼ Þ
P
Qðs; aÞ 
Tðs; a; s0 Þ  max½Qðs0 ; a0 Þ
otherwise

© 2005 Nature Publishing Group http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience

s0

a0

Standard reinforcement learning methods18 do not track uncertainty in their
estimates of Q. We consider Bayesian variations33,34, which estimate not simply
the expected value Q(s, a) but a posterior distribution Qs,a(q)  P(Q(s, a) ¼ q |
data) that measures, for any 0 r q r 1, how likely it is that the true optimal
probability of future reward (compounded over different paths through the
states) equals q, given the evidence, ‘data’, about transitions and outcomes so far
observed. A Bayesian tree-search (‘value iteration’) system34 uses experience to
estimate a posterior distribution over the MDP (functions T and R) and
explores it to derive distributions over Q(s, a) (Supplementary Fig. 1 online).
A Bayesian caching (‘Q-learning’) system33 instead stores a distribution over
Q(s, a) for each action and state and updates it for consistency with the stored
value distributions of subsequently encountered states (Supplementary Fig. 2
online). Full equations appear in Supplementary Methods.
If, for a particular controller, state and action, the distribution Qs,a is sharply
peaked at some q, then the controller is fairly certain of the value; if it is instead
spread out over a range of possible q’s, then the controller cannot identify
the value with certainty. We thus arbitrated between the controllers’ estimates
on the basis of their variance (mean squared error, ‘uncertainty’): given districache
butions Qtree
D Qs;aE from the cache, we took the winning
s;a from the tree and
ifD the variance
of Qtree
value Q(s, a) to be the mean Qtree
E
s;a
s;a was smaller than
cache
cache
otherwise. (Softer integration
the variance of Qs;a , and the mean Qs;a
schemes, such as a certainty-weighted average, are also possible.)
Given winning estimates Q(s, a) for each action available in the current
state, we chose an action stochastically using softmax probabilities,
P(a(t) ¼ a | s(t) ¼ s) p ebQ(s,a) where the parameter b controlled the tendency
of the system to choose exclusively the action deemed best. Experimentally,
the effect of devaluation can be assessed either within or between animals
(by comparing to another action or group for which the outcome was
not devalued). In our simulations, we compared the probabilities of choosing
the same action a in the relevant state s, with or without devaluation (similar
to the between-group approach); softmax action selection ensured that a
reduction in Q(s, a) for an action will reduce the probability that the action
is chosen.
Note that posterior uncertainty quantifies ignorance about the true probability of reward, not inherent stochasticity in reward delivery. For instance,
reward may follow from some state randomly with 50% probability—but if the
controller can precisely identify that the true probability is 50% rather than
some other number, the value is not uncertain.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
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